Windsor Sticky Notes
LL9751
- Mini notebook with bound cover front and back.
- 1 repositional notepad (50 pages).
- 5 coloured neon paper noteflags (25 pages).
**Item Size:** 52 x 80 x 12 (LxHxD)mm.

Codex Spiral Sticky Notes
LL8829
- Unbleached cardboard cover, spiral bound notebook.
- 5 blocks of (75 x 50 (LxH)mm) repositional notepads.
- 1 block of 5 adhesive note flags (Blue, Orange, Green, Pink, Yellow).
**Item Size:** 70 x 75 x 25 (LxHxD)mm (excluding spiral).

Croc Magnetic Clip
LL2779
- Heavy duty clip with strong magnet.
- Attaches to fridges, filing cabinets and most metal surfaces.
**Item Size:** 72 x 50 (LxH)mm

Caution - Magnetic Product - Do not place within 30cm of an electronic product or media product. Some prints may look distorted due to the curved surface of the oval base. We recommend a proof at extra cost if in doubt. As this contains a magnet, we are unable to airfreight.